
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI 

 
 

In the Matter of the Application of Grain Belt Express  ) 
Clean Line LLC for a Certificate of Convenience and  ) 
Necessity Authorizing it to Construct, Own, Operate,  ) 
Control, Manage, and Maintain a High Voltage, Direct   )   Case No. EA-2016-0358 
Current Transmission Line and an Associated Converter  )    
Station Providing an interconnection on the Maywood-  ) 
Montgomery 345 kV Transmission Line    ) 
 
 

Motion of the Eastern Missouri Landowners Alliance DBA Show Me  
Concerned Landowners to Offer an Additional Exhibit for the Record in This 

Case, and to Submit Additional Argument Regarding Said Exhibit  
 
 
 Come now the Eastern Missouri Landowners Alliance DBA Show Me Concerned 

Landowners (“Show Me”), pursuant to Commission Rule 4 CSR 240-2.015 (“Waiver of 

Rules”) and respectfully requests that the Commission receive the affidavit attached 

hereto as Exhibit 1 into evidence, and permit Show Me to submit brief argument (set 

forth below) regarding that Exhibit.  In support of this Motion, Show Me states as 

follows: 

 1.  In its initial brief on remand, Grain Belt asserted that it had an option to 

purchase land in Ralls County for its proposed converter station.  (Grain Belt Initial Brief 

on Remand, p. 9-10; EFIS 735).  Grain Belt then relied upon that purchase option to 

support its legal argument that it meets the statutory definition of an “electrical 

corporation.”  (Id. p. 10-13).   

 2.  Show Me does not dispute the fact that Grain Belt had an option to purchase 

the land for the Ralls County converter station when it filed its briefs on remand.  

However, as demonstrated by the affidavit attached hereto as Exhibit 1, that option  
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expired on January 29, 2019.   

3. The affidavit at Exhibit 1 is corroborated by the Memorandum of Option 

Agreement, which was attached as Schedule MOL-14 to the Surrebuttal Testimony of 

Mr. Lawlor in the 2014 case, No. EA-2014-0207, EFIS 241.  Grain Belt relies on this 

document in its initial brief on remand in this case, p. 9 at f.n. 5 (although Grain Belt 

mistakenly refers to the Memorandum of Option Agreement cited there as the Option 

Agreement itself).  Pages 1 and 2 of Mr. Lawlor’s Schedule MOL-14 are attached hereto 

as Exhibit 2.     

4.  Based on Exhibits 1 and 2, Grain Belt will no doubt concede that it no longer 

has an option to purchase the land for its Ralls County Converter station.  And there is no 

evidence that Grain Belt has any other option to purchase real property in Missouri. 

 5.  As discussed in the “Argument” section below, this new development greatly 

weakens Grain Belt’s argument that it owns the necessary assets to qualify as an 

“electrical corporation” under Section 386.020(15) RSMo.  Given that Grain Belt no 

longer holds that purchase option, Show Me contends that Grain Belt is not now an 

“electrical corporation” under Missouri Law.  Accordingly, the affidavit at Exhibit 1 is 

relevant to the issue of whether Grain Belt is or is not an “electrical corporation” under 

Missouri law.  The answer to this question would in turn determine whether the 

Commission has the jurisdiction to approve the Application for the CCN in this case.  

Accordingly, the affidavit at Exhibit 1 is relevant to a critical issue in this case, and 

should be received in evidence. 

 6.  The Commission has accepted additional evidence after the close of the 

hearings and briefing earlier in these Grain Belt proceedings.  In an Order of February 11, 
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2015 in Case No. EA-2014-0207, it directed Grain Belt to provide additional evidence 

almost two months after briefing was completed.  (EFIS 496). 

 7.  Good cause exists for granting this Motion, in that without the additional 

information contained herein the Commission would have been left in the dark regarding 

a significant change of fact which could well determine a deciding issue in this case.  In 

fact, it would be a disservice to the Commission not to bring this matter to its attention. 

Argument on Issue of Whether Grain Belt is an Electrical Corporation 

 8.  As noted by Grain Belt, pursuant to Section 386.020(15), an electrical 

corporation “includes every corporation … owning, operating, controlling or managing 

any electric plant ….”  And under subdivision (14) of that statute, electric plan “includes 

all real estate, fixtures and personal property operated, controlled, owned, used or to be 

used for or in connection with or to facilitate the … transmission, distribution, sale or 

furnishing of electricity ….”  (Initial Brief on Remand, p. 10).   

 9.  Aside from the option to purchase the land for the converter station (which is 

no longer an issue), Grain Belt argued in its Initial Brief on Remand that it owns or has 

an interest in the following, each of which it argues constitutes “electric plant”:  

easements for property on the proposed right-of-way; cash; and the assents from two 

counties to build the line over county roads pursuant to Section 229.100.  (Initial Brief on 

Remand, p. 10-11).  However, none of these items constitute “electric plant” as that term 

is used in the statute. 

 10.  Easements for the right-of-way.  Grain Belt’s argument here is that an 

easement constitutes “an interest in real estate.”  (Brief, p. 10).  While that may be true, 

the statute requires more than a mere “interest” in the property.  To qualify as an 
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electrical corporation, the entity must actually own, operate, control or manage the 

property in question.  (Sec. 386.020(15)).  A mere easement does not give Grain Belt any 

of these necessary ownership attributes.  Hence a mere easement cannot qualify Grain 

Belt as an electrical corporation.   

 11.  Cash.  Grain Belt also argues in one brief paragraph that it qualifies as an 

electrical corporation because it owns money.  (Initial Brief on Remand, p. 11).  The 

money, they claim, constitutes “personal property.”    

 Grain Belt cites three cases in support of this proposition, but none deal even 

remotely with the statutes regulating utilities.  They simply say, for example, that the tort 

of conversion will lie for the taking of another’s personal property.  Fleischmann v. 

Mercantile Trust Co., 617 S.W.2d 73 (Mo banc 1981).  Yet Grain Belt cites this case for 

the proposition that its money “is also considered personal property and ‘electric plant‘.”    

 Show Me submits that a fair reading of the statute in question would include as 

electric plant only those items which are generally considered components of the normal 

electrical system.  If that were not the case, the legislature could simply have said that 

electric plant includes all property to be used in the generation, transmission or 

distribution of electricity.   

Under Grain Belt’s reading of the statute, anyone with $10.00 in a checking 

account and a carefully crafted Application could qualify as an “electrical corporation”, 

thereby necessitating hearings on whether it deserves a CCN under the five Tartan 

criteria.  That certainly could not be what the General Assembly intended. 

In any event, Grain Belt has pointed to no evidence that it (as opposed to Clean 

Line) actually owns any cash or money.  (See Initial Brief on Remand, p. 11). 
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 12.  County Commission assents under Section 229.100.  Finally, Grain Belt 

argues that the two county consents it has secured constitute “franchises”, and that 

franchises are considered a form of personal property.  (Initial Brief on Remand, p. 9, 11-

12).  Specifically, Grain Belt asserted as follows:  “Finally, the Company presently holds 

county road-crossing assents (also referred to as franchises) that were issued by 

Buchanan and Carroll Counties).”  (Id. p. 9). 

 This latter statement and indeed Grain Belt’s entire argument on this point is a 

complete reversal of the position it has consistently maintained regarding the nature and 

character of the county consents granted under Section 229.100. 

 In one of the cases in circuit court where the MLA sought to invalidate the county 

consent given earlier to Grain Belt, the MLA alleged in its Petition as follows:  

“Permission granted by a County Commission pursuant to § 229.100 to use public roads 

for construction and maintenance of utility facilities is sometimes referred to as a 

‘franchise’ ….” 

 In stark contrast to the sentence quoted above from its recent Brief on Remand, 

Grain Belt’s Answer to the MLA’s assertion in the circuit court case was as follows:   

Grain Belt Express denies that “franchise” is an accurate or proper 
description for the authority that a county may grant under Section 
229.100 which, instead, contains the term “assent” and relates only to the 
crossing of county roads or highways by “power wires” and other 
infrastructure.1 
 

 Grain Belt made the identical claim in a second circuit court case, this time in 

Monroe County.2  

                                                 
1 First Amended Answer of Grain Belt in Case No. 14CL-CV00222 in the Circuit Court of Caldwell 
County.  See paragraph 14 of Exhibit 3 hereto. 
2 Paragraph 14 of Grain Belt’s First Amended Answer in Case No. 14MN-CV00164 in the Circuit Court of 
Monroe County.  See Exhibit 4 hereto. 
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 Grain Belt’s new-found position regarding the nature of a franchise is also 

directly contrary to the arguments it made on appeal of the Commission’s Report and 

Order of August 16, 2017.  The MLA argued (unsuccessfully) in the Court of Appeals 

that the county consents granted under Section 229.100 amounted to franchises.3     

 In response, Grain Belt disputed that claim.4  Specifically, it stated that the 

MLA’s position on this matter “is at odds with historical understanding and application 

of the term ‘franchise’ in the CCN Statute, which is understood to be PSC (not local) 

permission to provide utility service to a specific area.5  

 On transfer of the Eastern District’s decision to the state Supreme Court, the MLA 

pursued its argument that county consents under Section 229.100 constituted franchises, 

and thus under Section 393.170.2 those consents must be obtained before the 

Commission may issue a CCN.6  Obviously the Supreme Court did not accept the MLA’s 

position on that issue, or it would necessarily have ruled in its favor.7  And by so ruling,  

the Court also rejected Grain Belt’s argument on this remand that a county consent under 

Section 229.100 amounts to a “franchise”.    

 In summary, the evidence shows that Grain Belt does not presently own, operate, 

control or manage anything coming within the definition of “electric plant”.  

Accordingly, Grain Belt does not constitute an electrical corporation under the CCN 

statute.  Therefore, the Commission lacks the statutory authority and thus the jurisdiction 

to grant Grain Belt the CCN it is seeking in this case.   

                                                 
3 See Point II of the MLA’s brief in the Eastern District of the Court of Appeals, at Exhibit 5 hereto. 
4 See Grain Belt’s Reply Brief in the Eastern District, pp. 7-8, included as Exhibit 6 hereto. 
5 Id. p. 7-8. 
6 See Point I of the MLA’s brief to the Supreme Court in case No. SC96993, shown at Exhibit  
7 Grain Belt Express Clean Line LLC v. Public Service Commission, 555 S.W.3d 469 (2018).  
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 Wherefore, Show Me respectfully requests that the Commission receive the 

affidavit attached hereto as Exhibit 1 into evidence, and permit Show Me to submit the 

argument set forth in paragraphs 8 - 12 above regarding the implications of that Exhibit.            

Respectfully submitted,  

/s/ Paul A. Agathen        
Attorney for Show Me Concerned Landowners  
485 Oak Field Ct., Washington, MO  63090 
(636)980-6403 
Paa0408@aol.com 
MO Bar No. 24756  
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served by electronic mail upon 
counsel for all parties this 15th day of February, 2019.       
 
/s/ Paul A. Agathen                  
Paul A. Agathen 
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